CHAMBER OF EMPLOYEES
Our program, our candidates.
Your vote counts. Vote OGBL list n°1!

Together, strong for our future!
List n°1

To all employees,
To all pensioners,
Between January and early March 2019, you will receive by post the electoral bulletin for the elections
of the “Chambre des salariés” (CSL), the national representation of all salaried employees.
I hope that there is one thing you will not do. Don’t throw the envelope and the electoral bulletin
in the garbage.
Take a little time for the interests, the needs and the legitimate demands of all employees and their families.
Participate in the elections!
Use your right to vote. A record participation will increase the weight of the CSL in public matters.
The activities of the CSL have provided assistance for many years to the actions of the OGBL defending
the interests of all employees and pensioners.
With these elections, we can send out a strong political signal. Towards the new government.
And towards the employers. You can contribute.
Every vote for the Independent Trade Union Confederation of Luxembourg, for the OGBL, is a vote
for the motor of social progress in Luxembourg.
These elections need to be a demonstration of strength: the strength of the interests, needs and demands
of all salaried employees.
These elections need to be a signal of the strength and the willingness to act of the union.
Every vote in favour of the OGBL is a vote for the demonstration of this strength.
We need this strength and this momentum to stand up for our remuneration and work conditions.
For more holidays and well-regulated working hours in order to allow a better quality of life. For our
social security. For a labor law that does more to securise our jobs and that prevents precarious work
relations. For new rights concerning professional training. For good and affordable housing. And for
the objective of the OGBL that every employee benefits from a collective bargaining agreement.
Every vote for the OGBL is a vote against trade union fragmentation. The segmentation of the trade
union landscape weakens the interests of the salaried employees. It is a boon for the employers and
helps those circles in politics and civil society, that work against the interests of the employees.
The OGBL will not disappoint you.

The elections for the “parliament of labor” (“Chambre des salariés”).

Dear reader,

The elections of the “Chambre des salariés” are the broadest democratic elections in Luxembourg,
with over 500,000 people entitled to vote.

You are holding in your hands the brochure presenting the Finance Sector union of the OGBL. We compiled
this brochure in order to show you how we intend to be your partner in the future. The OGBL is not a union
that only wants to attract your interest during the pre-election period. No, because since the last social
elections, which took place at the end of 2013, more than 360 effective and substitute staff delegates in
70 banks and other financial companies have worked on behalf of the employees they represent thanks to
the mandate you gave them back then.

Every Luxembourgish resident and every cross-border worker, that work in Luxembourg or that
are pensioned, have the right to vote
We need a strong “parliament of labor”!
We need to send a clear signal.
To the policy makers, to the government and to the organisations of the employers.
For the interests of all employees.
For an assertive salary policy. For better wages, wage indexation and a 10% increase of the minimum wage.
In favour of a collective bargaining agreement for everyone.
For our social security. For the strengthening of our public and solidary pension, health and care
insurance. For the extension of the public family and welfare benefits.
For more tax justice.
For a progressive labor law. Secure work contracts, well-regulated working hours, introduction of the
6th week of legal holidays, securisation of jobs, new rights concerning professional training and better
protection of health and security at work.
For the extension of co-determination in companies and extension of the right of the union to negotiate
and of trade union freedoms in general.

What can I do?
1.	You can strengthen the parliament of labor, the “Chambre des salariés”, by participating
in the social elections. All together we can reach a participation record!
2.	You can strengthen the parliament of labor, the “Chambre des salariés”, by voting
for the Number 1 trade union in Luxembourg, for the OGBL – list 1.

André ROELTGEN
OGBL President

OGBL Finance Sector has its own identity and it has its own specific ideas for this important sector,
which generates practically one-third of the gross national product. It not only comprises banks and
insurance companies, but also consulting and other financial companies.
OGBL delegates defend your interests on a daily basis thanks to their dedication and their expertise
in the companies where they work alongside you. To this end, they benefit from on-going training and
logistical and technical support provided by a competent and professional trade union organisation.
They stand by you in difficult times and are available to find solutions for your benefit. They often need
to show that they are not afraid of going one step further than others to make their views heard.
On a number of occasions, OGBL delegates have needed to take initiatives to discuss certain problems
at a higher level than a company’s local management. A strong national trade union bolstered by more
than 70,000 members will have a louder voice than anybody else – thanks to both its strong connections
at national level, and the fact that it represents all sectors of the Luxembourgish economy.
The women and men who are running as candidates for the staff delegation elections and for the
“Chambre des salariés” on the lists of OGBL are worthy of your trust. They are well trained and will
continue with their training after the elections too – with a sole objective: to fulfil your requirements to
represent you to the best of their abilities and to accomplish the mission you are entrusting them with
by your vote.
As the president of the OGBL Finance Sector union, I can guarantee that by voting for our candidates
you will not be disappointed. Future OGBL delegates, supported by the union leadership, will place
the highest value on defending your collective and individual rights within your company, at the same
time helping to secure the benefits that a leading sector such as ours deserves. To this end, they will
implement the necessary policies to keep everyone in employment.

For the elections for the staff delegation and the “Chambre des salariés”,
support OGBL candidates by voting for list n°1 !

Serge SCHIMOFF
President of the OGBL Finance Sector union

Dear colleagues,
The social elections 2019 are approaching. It is important for us to recall
what's at stake in these elections, and the immediate consequences for the
employees. Not only in terms of remuneration, but also in terms of job security,
training and, generally, every aspect which directly and indirectly affects employees'
situations and interests.

The most recent collective bargaining agreement (CBA)
in the banking sector is a good example of this lack
of solidarity between unions as well as the ALEBA’s
weakness and lack of a capacity to enter into a social
conflict. To the extent that you sometimes have to wonder
whose interests this association is giving priority to.

In a world dominated by globalising economies,
the challenges for the world of work are numerous.
The pressure on employees is not an entirely new
phenomenon. But the pressure is constantly changing
form, whilst remaining ever present. It cannot be denied
that pressure has insidiously been increasing for years.
In an economic world where employers put forward
global competitive pressure and an obsession with growth
and productivity to increase pressure on their staff, it is
imperative that employees remain united to defend their
acquired social benefits and rights.
As companies’ first instinct in their competitive battle and
their preoccupation with maintaining their profit margin
is to reduce costs, especially staff costs, employees must
stand united and be at all times ready to fight to protect
their rights and their share in their companies’ profits.
The antagonism between the interests of employers and
their employees will remain a constant in our economic
model. The active and sometimes aggressive fight
to defend one’s interests will logically also remain a
constant, which will make it essential for the employee
to never ease off at the expense of seeing his rights and
privileges being weakened over time.
If this solidarity is necessary for employees, it must also
be necessary for trade unions. It is regrettable to note that
this is not the case. A trade union must remain ready to
fight and avoid unhealthy compromises, which, too often,
take the form of the smallest common denominator.
A good compromise generally benefits both parties.
The smallest common denominator is always detrimental
for one of the parties. In our specific case, the employee
is always the biggest loser.

As usual, the ABBL endeavoured to attack the acquired
rights of the employees according to the motto “Work
more to earn less”, cynically emphasising their willingness
to have a more “modern” CBA. In the firing line, as usual,
are the fixed and automatic parts of salary evolution
in an attempt to make them variable, and changes to
salaries and careers, which they want to link exclusively
to individual performance. The covert strategy is obvious.
To eliminate past social gains one by one, replace the
collective with an individual approach by minimising
linear salary increases and by linking everything to
performance. The employer alone defines the latter and
the implementation paves the way for the subjective
and the arbitrary in order to achieve, in the long term,
a situation where the collective no longer exists and the
words “gains” and “rights” belong to a bygone world.
If you want proof, just look at the fate of linear increases
over recent years.
As necessary for an independent and combative trade
union, OGBL rejected the proposals of the ABBL, which
called into question important social achievements.
As usual, ALEBA accepted the unacceptable.
In this particular case, it seems obvious to us that the
employers in the banking sector will gradually sap the
collective agreement of its meaning. This is shameful for
the prime economic sector of a country like Luxembourg.
And that a union like the ALEBA takes part in this game
is even more shameful.
Past experience has shown that ALEBA is not a combative
trade union, and their willingness to always make
unhealthy compromises is, in our view, very dangerous
for the future of employees in the financial sector.

This raises the question to all employees in the sector:
do you want to continue to evolve in a work environment
where your real future prospects (e.g. salary evolution,
work-life balance, etc.) become more and more difficult
to achieve? Or are you ready to take responsibility and
contribute to a change of course?
Only a strong, professional and experienced union
like OGBL, with its material, decision-making and
organizational resources, will reverse the current trend,
that is detrimental to employees.
If you strengthen the position of OGBL within the sector in
social elections, we are committed to negotiating collective
bargaining agreements that will guarantee you real rights in
terms of remuneration, as well as real prospects for career
development. As a reminder, OGBL has always been the
only union to oppose any form of performance-related
remuneration system, introduced by LCGB in the 1990s.
In addition, we stand as guarantors to improve and push
forward your social rights and working conditions, in line
with the realities and needs of the sector.
As a reminder, here are the results of the social elections
for group 4 of the “Chambre des salariés” in 2013:

ALEBA:
50.39%
4 seats

OGBL:
32.33%
3 seats
LCGB:
17.28%
1 seat

For the upcoming social elections, the OGBL programme
is decidedly progressive, in the sense that it targets the
major challenges of the future.
The focus points of the programme are wages,
employment, the future, health and well-being.
As in the past, job security, the protection of acquired
rights, the importance of the collective, which takes
precedence over the individual, and the participation
of employees in profits and company results will remain
the focal areas of our trade union work.
But other challenges are awaiting us.

Only a strong, professional and experienced union
like OGBL, with its material, decision-making and
organizational resources, will reverse the current trend,
that is detrimental to employees.

The different types of depression, the most serious form of
which is “burnout”, can no longer be considered as rare
illnesses. They have become a new scourge of the working
world. The source of these ailments is often stress at
work, which can come about in the most diverse forms.

In a world largely dominated by social networks and
the need to be “connected” at all times, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to define a clear separating line
between professional and private life. Work spills over
increasingly into private life. Debasing the notion of
working hours can only benefit the employer. Everyone
should have the right to be “disconnected” for the sake
of “work-life balance”. Your health matters to us!
Digitalisation and automation, which are closely linked,
will revolutionise part of the world of work. Entire professions
will disappear, while others will be created. Career changes
and the professional training, which make them possible,
will become one of the major challenges of the future.
To anticipate and prevent these situations, OGBL demands
a strengthening of the legislation concerning redundancy
plans and mass layoffs as well as a prospective strategy in
order to secure existing jobs, which can also be achieved
through innovative forms of working time reduction.
Without taking such measures, the rationalisation
processes enabled by automation will lead to an increase
in mass dismissals and more severance schemes.
In the framework of these developments, only a strong
and combative trade union helps you to preserve your
rights, including the right to retraining and reskilling.
Finally, for OGBL Finance Sector, the concept of
“collective” must regain its importance and must not be
dismissed in favour of an individual-centred approach.
The collective bargaining agreement is an essential tool
to protect the interests of employees. Its principle must
remain off-limits, and its role must be reinforced by law.

To work better, to live better,
vote OGBL – list 1
Véronique EISCHEN
Member of the Executive Board

Our program

Employment

SOCIAL ELECTIONS - IMPORTANT
FOR EVERYBODY, ESSENTIAL FOR YOU

The main lines of action of our programme
are employment, the future and well-being
The finance sector is, without doubt, one of the sectors, which will
be the most affected by digitalisation, causing a deep change to the
working world and the nature of jobs at all levels.
In this context, how can we create a working world, which will guarantee
personal growth and job security?
The precise objective of our programme is to work towards this aim and to offer specific
solutions and proposals to guarantee a lasting and healthy professional future for everyone.

Employment

Improved employee protection in the case of
restructuring and outsourcing

STOP UNFAIR DISMISSALS!

With the rationalisation programmes enabled by automation, we must
expect more collective redundancies and more severance schemes
accordingly. It is therefore imperative to strengthen employee protection
throughout their professional career by introducing the obligation
to implement employment retention plans as a pre-requisite for
redundancies on economic grounds. This is why, as a representative
trade union on the national level, we demand and ensure that the
legislation on collective layoffs on economic grounds and social plans
are reviewed in favour of the employee.

Well-being
Future

Digitalisation and the working world:
to secure the career path of every employee

IS DIGITALISATION A THREAT
TO YOUR JOB? KEEP CALM,
WE’RE HERE FOR YOU

WORK INTRUDING INTO YOUR PRIVATE
LIFE? THAT’S A BIG NO-NO FOR US!

A better work/life balance: for new rights
in favour of employees

Faced with digitalisation and automation, the implementation
of preventive measures in order to secure the jobs of current
and future employees is one of the big challenges of the future.
Employees must be given the resources and the possibility to change
position, to enable them to anticipate new skills that will be required
in the future, while enabling them to consolidate their existing skills.
This can only be achieved by ensuring all employees a right to
continuing and vocational training as well as a right to individual
and quantifiable retraining.

In a world largely dominated by digitalisation and the need to be
“connected” at all times, it is becoming increasingly difficult to define
a clear separating line between professional and private life. In order
to achieve a better work/life balance, new rights must be introduced
that are tailored to employees’ needs: a right to fixed-term voluntary
part-time working and the introduction of social leave, or home-office
working must be legally endorsed and implemented in companies.

Well-being

Employment

THE RIGHT TO DISCONNECT THAT’S YOUR RIGHT!

NO MATTER WHAT AGE,
WE WILL PROTECT YOUR JOB

To ensure a professional work
environment and future for everyone
In this context, it is vital to rely on an inclusive and egalitarian
intergenerational approach, which enables young people a more
attractive entry to the world of work and a gradual and active career end
for elderly employees. To this end, each company needs to implement
an age management system as a matter of urgency, which involves
forward-looking management of jobs, careers and competencies.

The right to disconnect for all

Added to this should be a guaranteed employee right to disconnect.
Such a right necessarily needs to be linked to a duty to disconnect,
which is the responsibility of every employer. Knowing how to disconnect
is a skill that must be acquired, but which needs to be supported by
the company, in particular through the implementation of internal
regulations governing the use of work tools such as smartphones,
laptops and tablets.

Employment

SUCCESS! OVERTIME =
NO MORE LOST HOURS!

Because working time is living time

This is why in order to ensure delimitation between professional and
private life, it is necessary to clearly regulate working time. We demand
better regulation of working time and overtime within each company,
via monitoring and strict and clear compensation of the hours worked.
Likewise, the implementation of flexible time savings accounts for the
employee must finally be regulated and adopted in the entire sector.
For this reason, OGBL requests that the draft law submitted to
parliament by the previous government will be put to a vote soon!

Well-being

Strengthen collective bargaining in order to
strengthen employees’ job quality

A COLLECTIVE WAY TO FIGHT
THE DANGERS OF WORK 4.0!

Finally, the concept of “collective” must regain its importance and must
not be dismissed in favour of an individual-centred approach. The CBA
is an essential tool to protect the interests of employees. Because the
objective of a CBA is to improve working conditions for employees,
whether in terms of wages, career development, or working time.
Concerning salary scales, it is imperative to involve employees in the
results of the sector in recognition of their commitment and their daily
efforts. This can only be achieved by improving current remuneration
systems, in particular by returning to guaranteed and mandatory annual increases. Salary increases left in the
sole discretion of the employer can in no way form the basis for a salary evolution in a salary scale. We therefore
demand the reintroduction of advancement guarantees in the salary scales, and the granting of linear increases
for all employees.
As for the June bonus, we demand that it is no longer held hostage by the ABBL during the negotiations,
and that it becomes a fixed component of the collective agreement.

Your health matters to us!

Health

WE MAKE YOUR HEALTH
A TOP PRIORITY!

The different types of depression, the most serious form of which is
“burnout”, can no longer be considered as rare diseases. They have
become a new curse in the working world. This is not surprising. In a
working environment, which is constantly changing and in which work
requirements are becoming ever more complex, the resulting stress,
work intensity and pressure may eventually lead to those illnesses,
which poison our working life. It is high time to act ! This is why we are
not only demanding the implementation of a preventive occupational
health policy within each company, but also a paradigm shift in
legislation: burnout and stress must be officially recognised
as work-related illnesses.

Furthermore, over and above all these aspects, a CBA guarantees significant qualitative aspects such as reinforcing
job security, in particular through training, as well as measures regarding the work environment and employee
well-being. Collective bargaining must therefore remain off-limits, and its role must be reinforced by law. That is
the spirit in which we are making a firm commitment to strengthen future CBAs in the financial sector such that
true rights and guarantees tailored to the real needs of the employees of the sector be written into them.
Strengthening collective agreements also means ensuring that they apply to everyone affected, namely all employees,
as only senior managers are excluded. Yet an abusive tendency is currently apparent in our sector, which consists
of removing employees from CBAs by reclassifying them as “senior managers”, although they do not fulfil the
legal criteria. This is why it is imperative to both refine the scope of the collective bargaining agreements and
to broaden the salary scales of these groups in order to enable correct and fair treatment of all employees.

Faced with all of these challenges, the OGBL Finance Sector, together with its staff delegates,
will undertake as from today to defend and guarantee the interests of everyone, in order that all
employees can look forward to their future without worry.
For collective negotiations that cover
all branches of the financial sector
The financial sector is not only limited to banks and insurance
companies. Professionals of the financial sector (PSF), auditing firms,
law firms, etc., now represent a large part of Luxembourg’s financial
sector, and those specialised firms continue to grow in number.
This is why we demand that employees from all branches of the
financial sector benefit from collective bargaining agreements,
which guarantee long-term improvement and regulation of working
conditions.

Future

REORIENTING YOUR CAREER
WITHOUT ANY WORRIES?
IT’S A YES FROM US!

Because only a strong and experienced trade union, which has real expertise can effectively
defend the interests of the employees. Only OGBL Finance Sector, which is part of the largest
trade union of Luxembourg, is that strong trade union capable of defending your interests.

This is why it is important to support OGBL, Luxembourg’s Number One Trade Union.

To work better and live better, join the union and vote OGBL
in the March 12th 2019 elections.
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Liste 1

1.

OGBL

Onofhängege Gewerkschaftsbond Lëtzebuerg
Confédération syndicale indépendante
du Luxembourg

MATERIALS FOR THE ELECTION
OF THE CHAMBRE DES SALARIES
ARE SENT TO YOU BY POST

3.

4.

PREPARE TO SEND
YOUR BALLOT
GROUPE 5

Elections pour la Chambre des Salariés CSL
mars 2019

1. with the election
instructions and the ballot

BRENNER Claude
CAPITANI Francis

Elections pour la Chambre des Salariés CSL
mars 2019

CONFIRM
YOUR VOTE
By signing in the place indicated on
the return envelope, addressed to
the president of the electoral office,
you confirm your participation in the
vote.

AZZOLIN Jean-Marie
BLOCK Frank

40

2. a neutral envelope

DEIDDA Jérémy
DENNIS Adam
DORST Bernd

GROUPE 5

Elections pour la Chambre des Salariés CSL
mars 2019

HOFFMANN Pascale
MAGLIULO Marcello
MONTENERO Daniele

3. and a return envelope

PEREIRA MACIEL Cristina Maria

A Monsieur Joseph FABER
N° 000

SCHIMOFF Serge

Président du Bureau éléctoral de la
Chambre des salariés
ENVOI-REPONSE 7001
L-3208 BETTEMBOURG

SIEBENBORN Marie-Jeanne
STEINHÄUSER Denise
A Monsieur Joseph FABER

STOCCHI EP. HIRSCH Sonia

N° 000

Président du Bureau éléctoral de la
Chambre des salariés
ENVOI-REPONSE 7001
L-3208 BETTEMBOURG

STRUB Brigitte

5.

EASIEST METHOD

ANOTHER METHOD

VOTE OGBL!
LIST 1!

to cast your 16 votes is to place
a cross in one or both boxes
behind the names of the
candidates of the OGBL, List 1.
Each cross equals one vote.

To strengthen the OGBL and
thus send a strong signal to the
government and employers, the
safest and easiest method is
to check or blacken the circle
above List 1 - OGBL!

Liste 1
OGBL

xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx

NO GO BECAUSE
INVALID BALLOT

6.

Place the small neutral envelope
in the return envelope and close it!

You should under no
circumstances:
• blacken the circle above the list
AND simultaneously give votes
to individual candidates
• put any marks or remarks
on the ballot
In both cases, the ballot is void!

SEND YOUR BALLOT
Deposit the return envelope in a post
office mailbox in Luxembourg or
abroad, early enough to reach the
president of the electoral office no
later than 12 March 2019.
The postage is paid by the recipient.
You must not frank the envelope,
neither in Luxembourg nor abroad.

xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx

GROUPE 5

Elections pour la Chambre des Salariés CSL
mars 2019
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A Monsieur Joseph FABER

xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx

N° 000

Président du Bureau éléctoral de la
Chambre des salariés
ENVOI-REPONSE 7001
L-3208 BETTEMBOURG

xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx
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-
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FINISH
THE PREPARATIONS

CONSTRUCTEUR

National program

D’AVENIR

Collective agreements for all
OGBL demands good salaries for all employees. Wage
evolution must not lag behind compared to increased
economic productivity.
This objective can only be obtained through collective
bargaining agreements (CBAs). And to have good CBAs,
a powerful and combative trade union is required which
has numerous members. OGBL is the only trade union
in Luxembourg that combines these three characteristics.
There are sufficient recent examples to demonstrate
OGBL’s ability to get results. Let us recall in particular
the good agreements signed after the trade union battles
in the health and social care sector and also in the
construction sector or the introduction of a collective
bargaining agreement at the University of Luxembourg.
At the same time, OGBL does not forget its numerous
members who work in companies where there is (still)
no collective agreement. Approximately 50% of employees
in Luxembourg are unfortunately in this situation.

VOTEZ

In addition to our efforts to decrease this percentage
by the introduction of CBAs as quickly as possible,
OGBL requests a reform in the legislation on collective
negotiation which facilitates the introduction of new CBAs,
in particular in the sectors with many small and mediumsized companies, and which increases the ability of the
trade unions to act.

VOTE
Index, minimum salary + 10%
and better wages
To combat the unfair distribution of productivity gains, social
inequalities and the increasing salary gaps to the detriment
of the lower and average salary classes, OGBL demands
– in addition to the extension of the number of collective
agreements – the structural increase of the minimum wage
for unqualified and qualified employees by 10%.

Constructeur d’avenir
Building the future
ELECTIONS SOCIALES 2019
SOCIAL ELECTIONS 2019
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-
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-
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-
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It is indeed unacceptable that an employee, who works
40 hours per week in Luxembourg, does not earn
enough for a decent standard of living. The government
has announced a 100 euro per month increase of the
minimum wage retroactively to 1 January 2019. This
announcement is a first concrete achievement, thanks
to the OGBL’s tireless campaign for an increase of the
minimum wage. However, the planned raise merely
represents an additional cost of 0.9% for the employer
(18.64 € per month). In other words, nothing changes
in terms of a fairer distribution of income in Luxembourg.
In the absence of additional measures, the government
must be prepared to meet with resistance from the OGBL.

The OGBL will continue to defend automatic adjustment
of salaries to inflation (index), which maintains purchasing
power and prevents loss of revenues. It will oppose any
undermining of this system and any new endeavour
to manipulate it. The new government has already
committed not to attack it for the duration of its term,
from 2018 to 2023. This is not only an important victory
for OGBL, but it ensures the purchasing power of all
employees and pensioners.

6th week of annual leave and good working hours
OGBL has faced big demands from management to make
working times more flexible with regard to discussions
on the renewal of the PAN law relating to working time
organisation in 2016. Our consistent opposition has
enabled improvements to be made compared to the
former law. However, in a climate marked by an increase
in work intensity, pressure and stress and the blurring of
boundaries between work and private life, much remains
to be done. In the interest of all employees, OGBL has
therefore drawn up a plan of action containing the
following points in particular:
• General application of the 6th week of annual leave by law
• Promote the negotiation of innovative models for reducing
working time without loss of income
• Implementation of the draft law on time-saving accounts
• Better regulation of home-office working
• Right to disconnect
• Voluntary part-time working with the right to return
to full-time working
• No to the deregulation of
shop opening hours

Quality of life for the elderly and guaranteed
pensions
The Luxembourgish system of solidarity financing
of social security must be defended, improved and
adjusted in order to be able to continue to play its role
as a key component of social justice. The population
has a legitimate interest in quality health services, social
security and good pensions, not only today, but also in
the future. No attack on the solidary financing will be
tolerated. OGBL will categorically oppose any political
initiative intended to decrease the employer’s or State
contribution to financing social security and pensions.
If additional financing requirements exist, OGBL proposes
increasing the premiums or to utilise new financial
sources instead of deteriorating the services.

Secure, high-quality jobs in the digitalisation era
“Labor 4.0”, the digitalisation of the economy conceals
risks of negative trends in contracts and working
conditions. However, it also represents huge potential
for improvements to working conditions and a better
work/life balance. In order to ensure that digitalisation
of the economy does not negatively impact on jobs, it is
important to anticipate technological developments and
how these might affect jobs and working conditions.
This objective cannot be attained without reinforcing
the rights of staff representatives and trade unions.
OGBL demands that employees are better protected
throughout their professional career with a view to
safeguarding career paths. This includes:

In addition, OGBL is committed to:

• an effective labor law

• Maintaining the legal age of retirement and rights
to early retirement.

• a revision of legal provisions relating to redundancy
plans, employment retention plans and collective
redundancy, in order to increase protection against
unemployment

• Maintaining the periodical adjustment of pensions
to salary trends.

• Better access to professional training

Opportunities for young people: Good training,
good work, good salaries
OGBL has always defended free of charge public schools.
They alone can create the foundations necessary for a
democratic and solidarity-based society and guarantee
social cohesion.
With regard to initial vocational training, OGBL proposes
the introduction of a common curriculum for the first two
years of training. Any specialisation, which is too early
and too extensive, can later limit students' opportunities
on the job market.
OGBL also seeks better regulation of internships in
companies. Each internship must be considered as work,
which must be remunerated at its fair value. As with
student jobs, an internship must be taken into account
as a contributory period for pension calculations.
The permanent contract of employment must remain
the rule to combat the casualisation of work contracts,
which affects young people first and foremost. Recourse
to temporary work or temporary contracts of employment
must be strictly limited. “Atypical” forms of work
(freelance contracts, bogus self-employment...) must be
restricted by tighter regulations.

For more tax equity
In Luxembourg, the tax burden rests increasingly on
individual income earners and less and less on business
and capital gains. OGBL opposes therefore a further
reduction of the corporate tax rate. The same is true
as regards tax advantages on capital gains such as
dividends, income from financial assets and stock
options. Taxation of those types of income should be
at the same level as taxation of income from work.
Furthermore, OGBL demands the reintroduction
of the property tax.
In order to give back its efficiency to our progressive
income tax system, OGBL proposes a revision of the tax
rates with the aim of unburdening the low and middleincome groups as well as freeing the minimum wage
from income tax. On the other hand, OGBL requests the
introduction of additional brackets for very high-income
earners. In order to prevent the phenomenon called
“bracket creep” and the corresponding loss in purchasing
power, OGBL demands to reintroduce a system that
allows adjusting tax rates to inflation.
OGBL defends the principle of equal tax treatment of
residents and cross-border workers. Furthermore, OGBL
opposes the government’s plan to degrade the flat-rate
deductions of travel costs.

For better social and family benefits
Many social transfer payments are not being adjusted
to inflation and they therefore lose increasingly their
effectiveness in preventing poverty. OGBL demands
since many years to index family allowances to inflation,
which has not occurred since 2006. The previous
government had reached an agreement with the trade
unions in 2014 to introduce an index mechanism that
would allow adjusting family allowances to both price
and wage developments. This project did however not be
implemented during the last term. The new government
plans to re-index family allowances to inflation, but only
in 2023! This would be a considerable and inacceptable
regression with regard to the plan of 2014, especially
when one takes into consideration the significant
depreciation of child allowance. Therefore, OGBL
demands an immediate adjustment of family allowances
to price and wage evolution!
The new government also wants to favor in-kind benefits
over cash transfers. In-kind benefits would only go to
residents. OGBL will oppose this planned discrimination
against cross-border workers, since they pay the same
taxes and social payments as the residents.
The government should find ways to avoid excluding
cross-border workers or have them benefit from
appropriate compensation.

Affordable, quality housing for all
Real estate prices are exploding. At the same time,
the housing provision and the number of new builds isn't
satisfying demand. In particular for young people, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to live in their own home,
to secure a mortgage, etc. But simply increasing housing
stock is not the solution. In order to end speculation, the
State must intervene in particular by limiting land prices
and by introducing a land retention tax nationally.
To assist those on low incomes in accessing housing,
more council housing must be provided and entitlement
to rent subsidies extended in order to enable more
households to benefit. Furthermore, OGBL is in favour of
government regulations that impose effective restrictions
on rental fees.

Climate protection and an eco-friendly society
Climate protection is an existential challenge for
humanity. For this reason, OGBL wholeheartedly
supports international objectives for reducing emissions,
i.e. limiting global warming to 1.5% compared to the
pre-industrial era. The steps necessary to start the
transition to a decarbonised economy and society must
be taken now. However, this transition must not lead to
a deterioration in level and quality of life, and it must
not entail new exclusions or social inequalities. For this
reason, the social dialogue at all levels is very important
to accompany this process.

Democracy, peace and social justice
OGBL is opposed to all xenophobic and racist ideologies,
which are increasing in the face of the failure of
neoliberal policies and the increase in social inequalities.
It demands the same rights for all employees and
pensioners, regardless of their nationality and their
place of residence. At the same time, OGBL is opposed
to the increasing political tendency of rearmament
and militarisation.
Democratic rights must not be called into question,
but, on the contrary, reinforced. This includes trade union
rights in particular. The right to establish trade unions,
the right to collective negotiations, the right to strike and
the right to trade union representation are fundamental
democratic rights, and the only ones, which can guarantee
social progress and the protection of employees in the face
of exploitation.

For better work, a better life, become a member and
vote for OGBL Finance Sector on March 12th, 2019
social elections.
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